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Real Rock N Roll for Kids. This is music that has an adult beat with child friendly lyrics. 10 MP3 Songs

KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Pop, ROCK: 90's Rock Details: The Party Animals is a Rock and Roll Band for

the whole family: Kaiya the Kangaroo: Keyboards  Lead Vocals. Kaiya has a passion for life. She loves to

eat pizza while hanging out with her friends. When she is not making music for The Party Animals, she

can be found at her sewing machine creating another special outfit or accessory. Her goals in life are to

be the lead singer in a rock and roll band and to have her own clothing line. Guess she is half way there.

Walter the Fox: Lead Guitar  Vocals. Walter is the coolest one in the band (so he thinks). He loves to play

Rock and Roll and drive around town on his motorcycle. He would really love to change his name to X

because he doesnt feel Walter is cool enough. He likes anything that is loud and fast, but when he does

slow down for a moment, you can catch him in front of a mirror. The only thing Walter likes better than

Walter is a reflection of Walter. Brandon the Bear: Bass Guitar. Brandon is a grunge skateboarder from

Seattle Washington. His favorite pastime is eating and sleeping. Brandon can be found falling down

around town on his skateboard. He loves to ride, just isnt very good at it. He is Walters best friend even

though Walter wont admit it. Brandon is very loyal and lovable and has a heart of gold. Lance the Lion:

Drums. Lance is a health nut. He loves to workout, eat right, and practice yoga on the beach. I guess you

could say that he is a surfer dude. Lance is from Huntington Beach, California and pretty much lives in the

sand. When he is not banging his drums for The Party Animals or catching a wave on his favorite board.

You can either catch him working out at muscle beach or meditating in Malibu. Lance likes to keep the

peace between all of the band members and wants to help bring The Party Animals music to the

mainstream. Dee and Jay: These are two of the cutest twin girls you have ever seen. They love to dress

alike and act alike. In fact you are going to have a hard time telling them apart (if it wasnt for their names

on their shirts). They love to interact with the crowd during all of The Party Animals concerts while

supplying other music when needed. I guess you could say that they are The Party Animals DJ. They are

full of energy and do everything together. They even finish each others sentences with a rhyme. Together

they have turned going to a Rock Concert into a Party! From the moment you start to listen to this CD the
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party begins. The Party Animals perform some of the coolest kid songs you have ever heard. This CD will

have you rocking out with your kids in a way you never have before. The only thing better than listening to

this CD with your kids is going to a concert with them. So check out the web-site for more information and

tour dates. thepartyanimalslive.com
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